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CLEAN INDUSTRY

TRASH TALK
Offering recycling services can be a smart, strategic endeavor for
distributors—but can it be lucrative too? by Susan Bloom
AMONG THE MOST IMPORTANT PIECES of federal legislation governing the disposal and treatment of

hazardous wastes are the Resource Conservation Recovery Act (RCRA) and the Universal Waste Rule
(UWR). Enacted in 1976, the RCRA regulated the generation, treatment, storage, handling, transportation, and disposal of hazardous waste and mandated that it was illegal to dispose of them as solid
wastes in a dumpster or compactor, subject to a steep fine upon violation. In the UWR, introduced in
1995, the federal government reduced regulations for products containing widely used hazardous
wastes, such as batteries, pesticides, and mercury thermostats. In an effort to ease the regulatory burden on businesses regarding the management of waste; reduce the associated administrative, shipping, and disposal costs; and promote recycling, the UWR was amended to provide flexibility in the
management of lamps, streamline requirements for waste handlers, and make it easier to recycle this
material. As a result, mercury-containing lamps such as linear fluorescents, compact fluorescents, and
high-intensity discharge models as well as PCB-containing ballasts were added to the UWR in 1999.
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C.N. Robinson Lighting Supply (CNR),
a 140-year-old Baltimore-based distributorship, began offering recycling services four to five years ago.
“We currently recycle lamps and ballasts, batteries, and electronic waste
such as monitors and hard drives for
our customers,” said Rob Mills, president. “We pick it up, consolidate it,
contract a recycler to process it, and
then secure the certificates showing
that everything has been disposed of
properly.”
According to Mills, lamps and ballasts represent 80% to 90% of the material recycled. “Occasionally we’ve secured a lamp order or a customer by
selling recycling, but we originally made
the strategic decision to offer recycling
services because it helped us become a
more complete partner for our customers and further demonstrate our specialty in lighting,” he said. “We viewed
the recycling element as part of a larger
sustainable lighting package that we
wanted to offer to our customers and
take care of for them.”
Similarly, Sidney, Ohio-based Dickman Supply began offering recycling
services 10 years ago, not to be in the
recycling business per se, but based on
a desire to secure more lamp business.
“Back then, customers were confused about disposal regulations and we
found we could help them and potentially sell more lamps as a by-product
of that service,” said Doug Borchers,
vice president. A decade later, the distributor is partnered with a certified
recycler and still collects and stages its
customers’ lamps, ballasts, and miscellaneous other electrical or electronic
items for recycling and processing.
Upon conversion, the recycler forwards
paperwork to Dickman that confirms
that the materials have been processed,
and Dickman in turn delivers that documentation to the customers for their
EPA files.
Bernie Erickson, northeast division
manager of Austin, Texas-based Facility
Solutions Group, noted that his firm
began incorporating recycling into
every lighting upgrade project it’s conducted since the early 1990s. “In addi-
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Advice for interested distributors
Our experts offered a number of tips to help a distributor make a successful entrée
into the recycling arena:
• Do your homework. “Make sure you understand the federal and state legislation that applies to the recycling of hazardous waste products,” said Rob Mills, president, C.N. Robinson Lighting Supply, Baltimore. “Although the UWR is a federal law,
it’s up to each state to employ it for themselves so the rules vary from state to state
relative to the volume of lamps that qualify for recycling, the method used to recycle
them, regulations regarding transportation of hazardous materials, etc.”
Steve McGuire, environmental marketing manager for Philips Lighting (lighting.
philips.com), concurred that the differing legislation from state to state can make it
difficult to understand and comply with the various state requirements. “To help address this,” he said, “the lamp and recycling industries are working on a national recycling approach that would simplify and standardize recycling requirements and help
eliminate mercury lamps from landfills.”
• Know your market. “Things are definitely getting more competitive in the field
of recycling,” said Mills. “There are several national waste management and environmental companies providing these services in addition to a growing number of janitorial services companies. It helps to assess where your market is in the growth cycle
for recycling.”
Doug Borchers, vice president of Sidney, Ohio-based Dickman Supply, agreed.
“When we first started recycling a decade ago, there weren’t a lot of providers out
there,” he said. “Because there are so many more players providing these services
today, distributors should investigate whether there are a number of other providers
already in the business and whether there’s a real need for them to enter the market
with this service. If there aren’t other options in the area, distributors could bring on a
recycling service as a way to increase their lamp sales or deepen their customer
partnerships with value-added services.”
• Support the nation’s greening. “On the plus side,” noted Mills, “there is an
increasing number of corporate customers today that have a sustainability officer, a
clear goal, and/or a dedicated budget for initiatives like recycling, which has broadened this opportunity for distributors.”
“With a growing green directive among the nation’s businesses and additional legislation and regulations surrounding environmental issues,” added McGuire, “we may
soon see more and more product requiring recycling, which will open up further opportunities for distributors and other partners.”
• Deal with a reputable processing facility. “Good due diligence is critical in
investigating a recycling partner,” said McGuire. “There are several companies that
offer recycling services, but not all may be able to provide an all-inclusive solution.
A reputable recycler will have its own recycling facilities capable of providing a complete service and can provide a distributor with indemnification for the services it
provides.”
“A mistake in selection here could expose a distributor to liability,” Mills concurred.
“It is worth the extra investment in time and analysis.”
• Consider your larger strategy. Once the market potential for this service has
been assessed and the due diligence is completed, Bernie Erickson, northeast division manager of Austin, Texas-based Facility Solutions Group, is all for distributors
broadening their horizons. “Just because something doesn’t seem to fit in the mold of
what you normally do doesn’t mean you shouldn’t try it,” he said. “Expand what you
do and it could expand your sales as well.”
“If it supports your bigger sales proposition and can be part of a total solution,
then I would recommend getting into this side of the business,” said Mills.—S.B.
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tion to being the responsible thing to
do, it simplifies things for the customer
and puts the control in the hands of the
person running the project,” he said.
Mayer Electric, headquartered in Birmingham, Ala., started offering lamp
recycling services to its customers in the
mid-1990s after becoming one of the
first certified allies in the EPA’s Green
Lights Program. “We saw it as an important part of being a full-service provider and elected to do it as part of an
overall energy services package,” said
Glenn Goedecke, executive vice president of sales and marketing.
Mills noted that while the majority of
distributors he’s encountered in the recycling business offer their customers
prepackaged box solutions—a postagepaid box with a thick plastic liner that
UPS will pick up once filled with lamps
—CNR is somewhat unique in that it
focuses primarily on bulk recycling.
“We put the old lamp in the box from
the new lamp or in a drum or collection

box, and then we sort through it and
count and confirm everything for the
customer,” he explained. “We’ve found
that this method is less costly for customers and appeals to those customers
who don’t want to deal with this burden
themselves.”
Regardless of the method chosen,
Steve McGuire, environmental marketing manager for Philips Lighting
(lighting.philips.com), believes that a
recycling effort can benefit a distributor
strategically. “A recycling mechanism
not only provides customers with a service that simplifies their management of
spent lamps,” he explained, “but also
establishes another business opportunity for the distributor, which helps the
distributor move from being an entity
that only sells product to one that is a
partner in its customers’ business.”
CAN IT BE LUCRATIVE?

“Some distributors are really into selling
this, and we certainly offer all of the ap-

propriate bins for glass, paper, plastic,
etc.,” said Goedecke. “But for Mayer, we
make our money on the products we
sell and recycling is just a related service
we offer. Recycling is not our core business, but the way we see it, we’re as
much in the business of educating customers on practices like recycling as we
are selling green products and energyefficient solutions, so we feel an obligation to offer recycling services as part of
our firm’s whole energy initiative.”
“We’ve never really looked at recycling as a big money maker,” agreed
Erickson. “In truth, there are a lot of
involved regulations and handling
costs associated with recycling that
can make it just the opposite. But our
ability to offer a turnkey solution for
our customers means that more projects will get closed and more materials
sold.”
“Recycling can definitely be an opportunity, though it’s not for every distributor,” added Mills. “With the going
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charge for linear fluorescent recycling in
our area ranging from $.10 to $.20 per
foot, HID and CFL lamps usually priced
by the piece, and ballasts charged by the
pound, recycling has turned a profit for
CNR, but it hasn’t been big dollars for
us. We’ve also had to help some customers understand that they wouldn’t
get money or any kind of scrap value
back for their spent lamps and ballasts
but would instead incur a charge for us
to handle them because they contain
hazardous material.”
For this reason, Mills believes that recycling services are often best offered by
distributors that specialize in lighting or
that focus on the commercial/industrial
MRO segment. “These types of distributors make for a more natural fit with
recycling as opposed to full-line distributors and project houses,” he said. “If
80% of a distributor’s business is pipe
and wire, then recycling services may
not be right for it.”
“We try to at least break even on the

recycling part of the business and use it
to grow lamp sales, which has been a
successful strategy for us,” said Borchers. “We offer customers a discount
on the recycling service if they’ll give us
their replacement lamp business. By
doing this, we’ve been able to hold our
lamp pricing through discounts on the
recycling.”
Despite the demands of this valueadded offering, Goedecke feels that
recycling is a viable opportunity for distributors, one that an increasing number of distributors are getting into as
more and more customers practice
green behavior and pursue green initiatives like LEED.
“We would love to take recycling to
the next level for our customers and
have it involve other materials like
water, towels, paper, plastic, etc., and
we’re training people to do this from a
service level,” he said. “Overall, distributors should get involved—investing in
a company that sells the recycling bins

or packaging, for example, could result
in high double-digit margins—but it
needs to be done holistically as part of a
whole green initiative.”
“Most lighting distributors offer recycling services for lamps, but they could
also provide recycling services for fixtures,” added McGuire. “Lamps mainly
include those technologies containing
mercury but can also include incandescent lamps as well.”
“Because it makes it more convenient
for end-users to be energy-efficient, and
could make it easier for building managers to ensure lamps and other hazardous waste materials will be properly
recycled, it makes business sense for
distributors to provide recycling services,” said Mary Mears, deputy public
affairs director for the regional EPA office in New York. ■
Bloom is a 20-year veteran of the lighting
and electrical products industry. Reach her
at susan.bloom.chester@gmail.com.
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